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• basic idea: non-perturbative contributions from Borel
summation of divergent series in one sector are related to terms
in other non-perturbative sectors
• generic for ODEs, difference equations, dynamical systems,
(some) PDEs, exponential integrals, matrix integrals, ...
• QM and matrix models




resurgent functions display at each of their singular
points a behaviour closely related to their behaviour at
the origin. Loosely speaking, these functions resurrect,





Resurgence from Exponential Integrals (Berry/Howls 1991, Howls 1992)















• T (n)(g2): beyond the usual Gaussian approximation






• exact resurgent relation between fluctuations about nth saddle
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• low order coefficients about saddle z1:
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• fluctuations about different saddles are explicitly related
• basic property of contour integrals
• could something like this work for path integrals ?
Resurgence in Path Integrals (GD, Ünsal, 1401.5202)
• periodic potential: V (x) = 1
g2
sin2(g x)
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• instanton/anti-instanton saddle point:
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• double-well potential: V (x) = x2(1− gx)2
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• instanton/anti-instanton saddle point:
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Connecting Perturbative and Non-perturbative Sectors
• in fact, there may be even more resurgent structure
• in certain non-trivial QM models, the perturbative series
determines 1-instanton fluctuations, and beyond:
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⇒ perturbation theory E(N, g2) encodes everything !
(GD, Ünsal, 1306.4405, 1401.5202)
Resurgence at Work
• fluctuations about I (or I¯) saddle are determined by those
about the vacuum saddle, to all fluctuation orders
• "QFT computation": fluctuation about I for
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• diagrammatically mysterious ...
Connecting Perturbative and Non-Perturbative Sectors
in certain non-trivial QM models, all orders of multi-instanton




• to see this, you need to include N : energy = E(g2, N)
• e.g. application: SUSY QM
Resurgence and Large N: Double Trans-Series
• this talk: double trans-series
F = F (g2) −→ F = F (g2, N)
• instanton proliferation and strong-coupling instantons in the
Mathieu spectrum (N = 2 SUSY)
• large-N phase transitions: resurgence and complex saddles in
Gross-Witten-Wadia matrix model
Physics Motivation
• large N expansion:
F (N, g2) =
∑
n



















• how does a divergent trans-series at weak coupling turn into a
convergent series at strong-coupling?
• non-perturbative corrections to 1N expansion?
• separated by a phase transition: “instantons condense”
Mathieu Equation Spectrum: (~ plays role of g2)
• 3 different spectral regions: −~22 d
2ψ
dx2
+ cos(x)ψ = uψ











Resurgence of N = 2 SUSY SU(2) (Başar, GD, 1501.05671)
• moduli parameter: u = 〈tr Φ2〉
• electric: u 1; magnetic: u ∼ 1 ; dyonic: u ∼ −1
• a = 〈scalar〉 , aD = 〈dual scalar〉 , aD = ∂W∂a

















+ Λ2 cos(x)ψ = uψ , a ≡ N~
2
• large a expansion acquires non-perturbative corrections
W −→W+O(e−a)



















+ cos(x)ψ = uψ
• small N : divergent, non-Borel-summable → trans-series
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• “ ’t Hooft coupling”: λ ≡ N ~
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Mathieu Equation Spectrum
• exponentially narrow energy bands: λ 1
• associated with real instantons











• narrow energy gaps: λ 1
• associated with complex instantons (Dykhne)





)2N ∼ N ~2
2pi
e2N ln(e/N~)
• universal non-perturbative splitting:










Beyond Large N : Multi-instantons at Strong Coupling















dn(N)~n + . . .
• Borel poles at two-instanton location
• dn(N) encoded in cn(N)
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(Basar, GD, Ünsal, 2015)
• perturbative fluctuations are finite polynomials
• βn(N) encoded in αn(N)
Reusrgence, Matrix Models, 2d Gauge Theory, Localization







• hermitean & unitary matrix models










, Ac = pi
2
• certain protected quantities in especially symmetric QFTs can
be reduced to matrix models ⇒ resurgent asymptotics
• Chern-Simons on S3: Z(N, k) −→ matrix integral
• ABJM models on S3: Z(N, k) −→ matrix integral
• localizable 4d QFT: Z(N, g2) −→ matrix integral
Gross-Witten-Wadia Unitary Matrix Model
P. Buividovich, GD, S. Valgushev, 1512.09021
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• soluble for any finite N



















• saddle point approach: ∂S/∂zi = 0
• which saddles (real or complex?) govern large N behavior?
Resurgent structure?
• how to see phase transition at finite N?
Gross-Witten-Wadia Model: weak coupling: λ < 2


















• "eigenvalue tunneling" of saddles into the complex plane
• number of complex eigenvalues: m = instanton number
Gross-Witten-Wadia Model: strong coupling: λ > 2


















• "eigenvalue tunneling" of saddles into the complex plane
• number of complex eigenvalues: m = instanton number

















• m = 0: numerical eigenvalue dists.





















Gross-Witten-Wadia Model: non-vacuum saddles
• weak coupling (λ < 2): m = 1 dominant
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1− λ/2− arccosh ((4− λ)/λ)
λ > 2 : S
(strong)
I = 2 arccosh (λ/2)− 2
√
1− 4/λ2
• microscopic strong-coupling "instanton/saddle"
Resurgence in the Gross-Witten-Wadia Model (GD, A. Ahmed)
• weak coupling (λ < 2): Hessian has 1 negative mode
⇒ resurgent trans-series
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• leading behavior determines b0
• subleading behavior determines b1, etc ...
• similarly for next exponential term, etc ...
• resurgent trans-series at weak-coupling, large N
Analytic Continuation of GWW Model in λ
• intricate Stokes phenomenon as continue in phase of λ




• resurgent structure much richer for F (g2) −→ F (g2, N)
• reveals new non-perturbative effects at large N
• real and complex instantons; phase transitions; instanton
proliferation; ...
• implications for sigma models and gauge theory ?
